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TIDAL WAVE TO  

RETIREMENT RICHES



Driving through the rolling hills of western Pennsylvania is usually a pleasant, relaxing experience. But this ride was 
very different.

I had the sudden urge to send my wife a text so that she knew my last whereabouts. Not that it would have helped… 
it just seemed like the right thing to do.

Google Maps had led me through Butler County’s woods and past its steel mills to an imposing 10-foot-high chain 
fence topped with the most razor wire I had ever seen. Just beyond it were multiple guards armed with semiautomatic 
weaponry.

Beyond them was a mountain — similar to other ones I had passed on my drive. Except this time, instead of going 
around or over it, the road in front of me disappeared into it… a dark gaping hole in the cliff face. It seemed like the 
kind of path from which people seldom return.

That hole was currently sealed off by a gate with giant, thick steel bars and even more guards with weapons.

Not exactly what you would expect to see in rural Pennsylvania. It’s more like something you expect to see in a spy 
movie — the kind of place where a mad scientist builds a super-weapon to hold the world hostage.

And while I may look great in a tuxedo (according to my wife), I’m no secret agent. So what was this mountain hiding 
that required so much firepower to guard it? More importantly, what was I doing here?

Well… the mountain is home to a very unique company. So I was there to find your next big, fat, juicy, dividend-paying 
stock idea, of course!

And I’m happy to report I found a really good one… 

What Kind of Business Operates Inside a Mountain?
While some of my story was fiction — for dramatic effect — this is the exact scenario that confronts every guest that 
arrives at this business’ location in Butler County, Pennsylvania.

The company that is located under the mountain, through the steel gate, behind the razor wire and protected by the 
semiautomatic weapon-carrying guards is very real.

The business and the James Bond movie-like security measures belong to data storage company Iron Mountain (IRM).

To understand exactly what Iron Mountain does, take another look at that actual picture of the entrance to its Butler 
County facility.

Beyond the guards and the gate that I described earlier is a 25-foot-high corridor that descends 22 stories to the 
company’s main archive. The facility encompasses 145 acres and offers 55 million total square feet of space, all of 
which is underground. Employees travel through seven miles of underground roads and two miles of railroad tunnels. 
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Throughout these are 10,000 massive limestone pillars spaced 
40 feet apart and labeled with numbers. These serve as location 
markers so employees don’t get lost.

If you are thinking that this sounds like a very secure location, 
you’re right.

That is the entire point of it.

Stored within this facility (and many others that Iron Mountain 
operates) are, quite literally, treasures that billionaires, family 
trusts and companies want securely stored.1

This particular facility functions like its own small city. It has more 
than 3,000 badged employees, a transit system, a water treatment 
center, a medical facility and even its own fire department.

Originally, this facility was a United States Steel Corp. limestone 
mine. Today it holds everything from the original copies of classic motion pictures, priceless original photographs of 
Abraham Lincoln to essential data for over 2,300 corporations and government agencies.2

If you want absolute certainty that one of your possessions will remain safe, Iron Mountain is who you can trust to 
take care of it for you.

Clearly the fact that customers are willing to pay to have their items stored underneath a mountain shows that the 
items stored here are of critical importance to their owners. The temperature under the mountain is a stable 52 degrees 
Fahrenheit, and the location is impervious to any natural disaster.

I’d love to dish some dirt on the specifics of what is stored here, but for the most part I can’t. For the privacy of its 
customers, Iron Mountain does not even disclose who uses that particular facility.

Judging by the 24/7 armed guards, the chain-link fence and the thick iron gate, I think it is safe to say that under that 
mountain are some pretty cool, irreplaceable and valuable items.

Under This Mountain Is a Rock-Solid Business
The Pennsylvania mountain facility is seriously cool, but it is only one small piece of a very predictable and growing 
business.

We love predictability and growth here at Lifetime Income Report, especially when it comes to the cash flows that a 
company generates. After all, growing cash flows often leads to higher dividends.

Iron Mountain is a document storage business that also provides ancillary services related to that core business.

Source: Biz Journals

Source: TenFourMagazine.com
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There is nothing flashy about what this company does, but document and data storage is a necessary service for almost 
every company that needs to archive records for a later date.

Leave the excitement to the bitcoin traders; we will happily embrace boring cash-generating businesses that send us 
growing dividend payments.

And there’s very good reason to believe Iron Mountain will continue bringing in piles and piles of cash — thanks in 
part to a technological revolution that is sweeping America.

It’s the next generation of wireless technology — 5G.

Data Is the Next Big Hot Commodity 
5G will allow all of our electronic devices to exchange digital data faster than ever before. 

This data wave will let companies analyze and improve their day-to-day operations. They will discover things they 
never knew about themselves. 

It will lead to enormous cost savings as companies learn more efficient ways to do things and develop new products 
and services. 

As the value of data grows, the demand for it is set to 
spike — even more than other commodities like steel 
or oil. 

And it’s on track to be a global phenomenon. By 
2025, 6 billion people will be interacting with data 
every day — or roughly 75% of the global population. 
They’ll generate at least one datum every 18 seconds. 

Right now, the International Data Corp. estimates that 
the amount of stored data around the world totals 33 
zettabytes — or 33 sextillion bytes of data.

If all of that information were stored on DVDs, the International Data Corp. says, it would create “a stack of DVDs 
that could get you to the moon 23 times or circle Earth 222 times.”

While you try to wrap your head around that, now consider that the International Data Corp. expects that data we 
have on file to hit 175 zettabytes by 2025.3

In other words, take those stacks of DVDs circling the Earth and quintuple them!

But unlike other investors that are getting wrapped up in the flashy tech of high-speed data… there was one thought 
that came to my mind. 

Where will all this data go?

Iron Mountain Is the Solution to the Data Burst
More data means more demand for data storage. 

We’re talking about both physical and electronic data that includes tax information, purchase and sale receipts, disaster 
recovery documents, legal records, health documents and more. 

Some companies will try to manage document and data retention in-house, but many see the value in outsourcing this 
vital task so they can focus on their core businesses. 
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Iron Mountain is the largest provider of these data storage services on the planet, operating in 53 countries on six different 
continents. In other words, it is perfectly positioned to act as a warehouse for all those 1s and 0s flying through the air.

And that’s just one facet of its business.

Iron Mountain also offers other related services such as document pickup and delivery, shredding and disposal and 
records management for regulatory purposes.

Having originally been founded in an underground facility near Hudson, New York, way back in 1951, this business 
is one with staying power. Across the 53 countries in which it now operates, Iron Mountain has 230,000 customers in 
industries such as legal, financial, health care, insurance, life sciences, energy, entertainment and government.

I love that the company generates revenue not just from a massive number of different customers, but is also widely 
diversified across industries.

And if you want a stat to understand just how dominant Iron Mountain is in its line of business, consider that 95% of 
the companies in the Fortune 1000 are customers.

Wow!

Iron Mountain has experienced very rapid growth over the past 20 years. In 1996 the company operated 6 million 
square feet across 85 facilities. Today those numbers are 90 million square feet and over 1,400 facilities.4

The company believes that it still has plenty of growth ahead, given that in-house storage still represents the majority 
of global information management. 

Add that to the upcoming deluge of 5G data… and there are lots of additional potential customers who could benefit 
from Iron Mountain’s services (particularly true in emerging economies where this industry is just getting started).

Iron Mountain’s revenues are obviously primarily based on renting storage space to a large, diverse base of customers. 
Those revenues are topped off with fees from the other related services that the company provides.

Here is a quick breakdown of how Iron Mountain separates its main business lines:

Secure Storage — This is currently the company’s largest source of revenue and involves providing non-dedicated 
storage rental space to customers for key data storage. Non-dedicated space means that customers can increase or 
decrease how much space they use at any given time.

Source: Iron Mountain
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No single customer accounted for more than 1% of secure storage revenue in 2018. The secure off-site storage of data 
backup is a key component of every company’s disaster recovery and business continuity plans, which means that 
Iron Mountain is providing an essential service.

One that is always going to be needed.

Physical Records Storage — Physical records can be broken into two categories: active or inactive. Active records are 
kept on-site by owners to make sure that they are readily available. Inactive physical records aren’t needed for immediate 
access but have to be retained for legal, compliance or regulatory reasons.

Iron Mountain provides a safe place for companies to store their inactive records.

Electronic Records Storage — Electronic records management involves the storage of and related services for computer 
media that is either a backup of recently processed data or older data that need to be archived.

Iron Mountain stores computer tapes, cartridges and disk packs in climate-controlled facilities, where they are available 
to customers 24 hours a day 365 days of the year. Iron Mountain’s storage is not connected to the internet and therefore 
provides superior protection against data breaches and hacks, obviously something of huge importance today.

I expect this will be a growth industry for IRM as the 5G revolution starts spitting out more data than companies will 
know what to do with.

Service Offerings — Alongside any records management program is the physical handling and transporting of records 
as well as the eventual destruction of those records upon expiration of retention periods.

Iron Mountain assesses service charges for each activity on a per unit basis. Iron Mountain’s courier fleet consists of 
4,500 owned or leased vehicles.

Information Destruction Services — Iron Mountain’s information destruction services involve a couple different 
items. First, the company will arrange scheduled pickup of loose office records that are accumulated in shredding 
boxes. Second, Iron Mountain provides secure information technology asset destruction.

I like to envision the latter as a bunch of guys taking baseball bats to computer monitors. Did anyone else enjoy the 
movie Office Space?

The Financials — Slow and Steady Wins the Race
Iron Mountain is legally structured as a real estate investment trust (REIT), which means it’s legally required to send 
most of its earnings to shareholders as dividends. The best REITs generate a lot of cash flow — which Iron Mountain 
does, underpinned by the consistent and predictable storage rental revenues we detailed earlier.

This business generates durable, low-volatility growth throughout every kind of economic cycles. Since May 2012, 
Iron Mountain has been able to send $3 billion of cash flow back to shareholders in the form of dividends and share 
repurchases.

There are several attractive fundamentals of Iron Mountain’s business that you should be aware of as a shareholder:

Recurring Revenues — Iron Mountain doesn’t have to worry about where next month’s sales are coming from. The 
majority of the company’s revenues are from fixed monthly storage rental fees.

Once a customer places physical records with Iron Mountain, IRM will generate fees until those records are destroyed 
or removed (for which Iron Mountain charges a fee). Similarly, contracts for the storage of electronic backup involve 
fixed monthly rental payments.

This revenue is very sticky. The graphic below shows that 50% of the boxes stored with Iron Mountain remain with 
the company and are still generating revenue 15 years later. A quarter of boxes are still around 22 years later.

If you know of another business with similar retention rates, I’d love to see it. 
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Noncyclical — Historically, this business does not 
experience significant reductions in storage rental 
revenue during recessions or economic downturns.

It makes sense. Once a company has outsourced this 
service and eliminated any headcount and infrastructure 
that had been in place for providing in-house storage, 
they aren’t going to reverse course and add people plus 
facilities during a downturn.

The opposite also holds true, of course. This business 
isn’t going to soar during an economic boom either. 
As dividend investors, we are good with that.

Diversified and Stable Customer Base — As of the fiscal year ending 2018, Iron Mountain had in excess of 225,000 
customers in 53 different countries. That means revenue is incredibly diversified across many different companies and 
many different countries.

Further revenue diversification comes from that fact that those customers are spread across every imaginable industry. No 
single customer over the past three years has represented more than 1% of Iron Mountain’s revenue.

Huge Untapped Markets — Iron Mountain expects that 
its developed markets (North America and Western 
Europe) can provide slow, steady growth in the years 
ahead. Supplementing those markets will be opportu-
nities to grow even faster in key emerging markets.

Much of that growth in emerging markets is going to 
involve Iron Mountain making accretive acquisitions 
of smaller businesses. As the 800-pound gorilla in 
this industry, Iron Mountain can achieve efficiencies 
of scale that smaller competitors can’t. For example, 
in December 2017, Iron Mountain acquired a similar 
company in India, laying the groundwork for growth 
in that huge country.5

How Iron Mountain Stacks up to Our Three Pillars of Investment Success
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Mixing It up to Drive Growth! 
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Here at Lifetime Income Report, we put every company through our “Three Pillars of Investment Success.” If a company 
doesn’t measure up to all three, it doesn’t go into our portfolio.

Everything about Iron Mountain suggests that it would be a great fit for our dividend portfolio.

Let’s put this mountain of a company through our Three Pillars:

Capital Preservation
Warren Buffett’s first rule of investing is “Don’t lose money.” His second rule of investing is “Don’t forget rule No. 1.”

Everything about Iron Mountain makes me think it is a company Warren Buffett would love.

Iron Mountain has a huge competitive moat. A potential competitor would need to invest billions and billions of dollars 
to even match Iron Mountain’s capabilities. Buffett loves his moats.

Further, Iron Mountain’s future cash flows are extremely predictable given its incredible customer retention rates, 
another trait that the Oracle of Omaha finds endearing.

This is a predictable, reliable business built on a sound financial foundation. Iron Mountain certainly ticks our capital 
preservation box.

Growth
Iron Mountain is not a revolutionary technology company. It isn’t some version of a crypto company, either. The 
short-term growth here is not going to knock your socks off.

Long term, on the other hand, is a very different story.

This company just keeps growing year after year after year. If you have been investing for any length of time, you 
will know that great things get accomplished by companies that just keep putting one foot in front of the other. Iron 
Mountain is one of those.

Iron Mountain has been and will continue to be a steady source of earnings, cash flow and dividend growth for its 
shareholders.

Yield
Iron Mountain currently yields 7.53%, which is 
great. But the data storage provider also has a history 
of upping its dividends. In fact, it’s track record is a 
solid 9 years!6

That’s a pretty solid growth from a company that 
already offers a 7.53% yield. It’s a rare combination of 
solid yield with solid dividend growth. I am absolutely 
thrilled to say that Iron Mountain satisfies our require-
ment for a solid, growing yield.

Let’s Climb This Mountain and Claim 
That 7.53% Yield
How do you climb a mountain? Very slowly and very carefully.

Since 1951, Iron Mountain has steadily built a giant, cash-flowing business with a major competitive moat around it. 
It is a business that is still steadily growing, with great long-term opportunities ahead — especially with the 5G pushing 
more companies to seek secure data storage solutions.
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Now is a great time to lock in a huge 7.53% yield so that we can watch those already large dividend payments continue 
to slowly grow in the years ahead.

Action to take: Buy shares of Iron Mountain (IRM) up to $40.

Keep an eye out for updates on Iron Mountain in your Lifetime Income Report issues and alerts — as well as other ways 
to quickly multiply your money.

I’ll be in touch again soon!

Here’s to growing your income! 
 
 

Zach Scheidt 
Editor, Lifetime Income Report 
AskZach@StPaulResearch.com 
Twitter: @ZachScheidt
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